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COVID-19 WARRIORS



In the difficult days when the entire world was
confined behind masks because of one virus that
exterminated hundreds of lives every passing day, a
year that stopped the clock for mankind, these brave
heroes in their white coats and khaki uniforms put
themselves in the path of this raging pandemic
offering their selfless service which helped us all get
through these tough times. A humble hearted
gratitude to all the frontline workers who battled for
humanity and without whom the existence of this
book would have been impossible.



Student Council Online Meetings



The Student Council took it upon themselves to 
 encourage, inspire and revitalize the spirits of
everyone watching the show. Due to the  COVID-19
pandemic, the members faced entirely new
challenges in conducting events. Nevertheless
perseverance is power. These pages record how one
can never fail to triumph when one's ambition is to 
 embolden.

What it takes to do something
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PAATHSHALA



LogoisticLogoistic
“A strong, positive

image is the best

possible

preparation for

success”

Logoistic



A Logo Design competition for
students is to present their
creativity in designing a
compelling brand image, as
logos play a vital part in
building successful businesses
and brands. It grabs attention
and also makes a strong first
impression. The participants
were given 2 problem
statements of 2 different
companies Cloud Counselage
Pvt. Ltd. which is an IT &
Management services company
and Kids Galaxy, a rapidly
growing startup that provides e-
learning solutions. To provide a
better understanding, tutorial
videos were uploaded on the
Instagram channel of student
council on IGTV from the 8 th
of February.



orThis That



Choices are what enables us to tell the world who we are, the

Cultural Council with their originality and ingenuity

presented the students of Vidyalankar a witty and entertaining

event termed as THIS OR THAT where participants had to make

some interesting choices with a fair justification for their

answers Thought-provoking circumstances and mind-

boggling interrogation were put before the contestants who

hustled to perfect their rationale, discussing among their

group-mates to come up with a supreme answer.



Radiant

Valorant

Gamers always believe that an
epic win is possible and that it is
always worth trying, and trying
for. The Riot Gamers stellar
production, VALORANT is a
Free-to-play multiplayer tactical
shooter game which has been
highly popular all over the
world. To give all the gamers out
there a chance to battle their
skills, the Sports Council 
 organized a tournament to
showcase their gameplay. It was
a single-elimination style
tournament where eight teams
consisting of five players each
fought for victory.



“Gamers never die they respawn”



Spell-O-GenieSpell-O-GenieSpell-O-Genie



The main attribute of the SPELL-O-GENIE was to encourage

students to learn about the word components' usage, meaning, and

history, such as affixes, and to familiarize students with many

different forms of words.  The event was arranged in four rounds

such as Picture Perfect, Inside Out, Link It Up and Spell Bee.





"Comedy keeps the heart sweet."

A day without laughter is a day wasted and
the secret to humour is most certainly

humour. The incredibly talented Comedian
duo Sahil Horane and Bunty Biswas had

everyone laughing their heads off.



SportsCentricSportsCentric



The active participation in sports improves community health and
productivity, imbibes discipline in character, generates great leaders,
and enhances social cohesion. Two eminent personalities Ms. Tanaz
Mohammed, a former National and International level Hockey
player, and Mr. Shubham Vanmali, an Open water swimmer, were
the speakers invited on this episode of Friday Paathshaala.

“It is hard to beat someone who never quits.”

Have a look at -
https://youtu.be/MfEm_WN440M

https://youtu.be/MfEm_WN440M




Lights Camera Action was a self-
directed and produced play
presented by the drama team of
our college-“VRangkalamanch”.
The idea of the play revolved
around the current pandemic and
how it changed our lives. The play
started off by showing the
audiences  the reaction of a family
to the news of the government
announcing a nationwide
lockdown. This set the premise of
the play, from there on displayed
sympathetic scenes relating to how
the lockdown changed their lives.

“Captured inside a camera there is a reality so
subtle that it becomes more real than reality.”

Behold at -
https://youtu.be/fnI3asGVfqk  

https://youtu.be/fnI3asGVfqk








Watch the show at –
https://youtu.be/OrPPjZbB4EQ





Have a look at-
https://youtu.be/fBj8bcCLiEM





Give me blood and I will give you
freedom’ is till date inked on the
hearts of every patriot, these were
the thoughts of our great Indian
leader and freedom fighter Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose. He was one
of the most influential leaders who
did not just dream about freedom
but also strived tirelessly for it, doing
everything possible to realize his
dream. On account of his birthday,
the institute celebrated “Parakram
Diwas”. Eminent personalities like
Dr. Jayanta Choudhary, versatile
actor Shri Sachin Khedekar attended
the event as the chief Guests.

“One individual may die for
an idea, but that idea will,
after his death, incarnate
itself in a thousand lives.”

Get a glimpse at –
https://youtu.be/NFVnMYdt2RA

 





Every year the Institute has
been celebrating Marathi
Bhasha Divas with intense
emotion and excitement.
With the same zeal order the
Student Council of VIT had
put together an array of
amazing performances to
celebrate the birth
anniversary of Dnyanpeeth
Award Winner Poet
V.V.Shirwadkar, popularly
known as Kusumagraj.

माझा मराठ�ची बोलू कौतुके।
प�र अमृताते�ह पैजासी �ज�के।

Watch the show at -
https://youtu.be/bXDUZMihBLg

https://youtu.be/bXDUZMihBLg




Catch glimpse at:
https://youtu.be/5gtuCKc7ezE

https://youtu.be/bXDUZMihBLg




Class warsClass warsClass warsClass wars



IntraIntra  

DebatesDebates

Intra 

Debates
“It’s better to debate a

question without
 settling it than to settle 

a question without
debating it”



Debate helps learners
to see the power of
deploying rational,
reasoned arguments
and compelling
evidence in action. It
teaches how to
elucidate their
standpoint through
utilizing rhetorical
eloquence. 



V-EMPERORSV-EMPERORS
The Sports Council of VIT organized ‘V Emperors Leg 1” in 

the month of March 2021 to keep the spirit of sports
 and games active in the students. It consisted of many

games and different sports such as, chess on chess.com, football
on PES gaming software, fitness challenge and a quiz

competition with questions about sports history. Leg 2 was held
in the month of April 2021 having new interesting games
representing different sports such as, Carrom, 8 ball pool

tournament and another amusing quiz competition.
 







Fresher'sFresher'sFresher's
WeekWeekWeek





“Photography is an austere and
blazing poetry of the real.”

– Ansel Adams





Hosted by Sunburn Campus
in partnership with
TribeVibe, the night had
everyone grooving to the
music. It witnessed a
wonderful set played by DJ
Danika which surely gave
freshers the feel of college
life. Danika also graced the
night with her solo violin
set which was mesmerizing
and around 600 viewers
danced to awesome beats



ArtsyArtsy  
          CCraftsyraftsy



The participants
were given liberty to
make any decorative
and creative item out
of cardboard and
chart papers along
with the stationery
tools, provided that
the Freshers theme
be justified and had
to submit their art
works online
through google
forms.



TALAASHTALAASH



Harry Potter was, is and always
going to be the best series of
movies for all the time. This was
a fun escape room event and
one of the many pre-Fresher’s
eve interesting events which
were organized for the freshers
so that they can start their
college life with fun and
enthusiasm based on the
installment of the storyline
when Harry the main character
of this series tries and finds out
the Horcruxes that can defeat
his nemesis Lord Voldemort.

 “It is our choices, that show
what we truly are, 
far more than our abilities.”



FITNESSFITNESS
MONOPOLYMONOPOLY



As the name suggests, one was
required to complete practical
challenges specified within the
game. At the beginning of the
game every participant was
credited with 500 points and
participants were divided into
groups. Each group was allotted
a room created on Teams where
they competed against each
other. It was mandatory for the
participants to be in front of
their camera throughout the
game. Tokens were assigned to
every participant.

 “Physical fitness is not only one of the most important keys
to a healthy body, it is the basis of dynamic and creative

intellectual activity.”





The event “The Random
Gambit”, is basically derived
from “The Queen’s Gambit”, it is
a game of Dice Chess, where 2
virtual dice will be rolled by the
moderator and the player has to
choose any one piece to play the
move, where each side of the
dice will have a piece from the
chess board.

“In chess, knowledge is a very
transient thing. It changes so
fast that even a single mouse-
slip sometimes changes the
evaluation”





The main aspect of the event was
to give a golden chance to
showcase the prowess, aptitudes,
and strengths of novices. The
event was organized in many
rounds such as gather town round,
Question and answer round and
talent round. Head of Electronics
department Professor Dr. Arun
Chavan and Alumni and Assistant
Professor of Computer Science
department Snehal Andhare were
the judges of the event. They took
Q&amp;A session of participants
expertly and precisely. Each
participant partook in the
Q&amp;A round in a gracious way.

“Appearances makes
Impression, but Personality
makes an Impact.”

Behold the event at- 
https://youtu.be/kMi1fHwHWS0 

https://youtu.be/kMi1fHwHWS0
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Programming isn’t about what you know; 
it’s about what you figure out

 



“Algorhythm” was organized with the ambition to cultivate talent,
creativity and to entertain Techno-community with an

innovative series of technical events and competitions one of
which was the “Hackaton”. It was a 24 hours inter-college

competition where participants coded innovative solutions 
for the given problems by ideating, innovating

and hacking meaningful solutions to real-life problems.
 



COMPETITIVECOMPETITIVECOMPETITIVE
CODINGCODINGCODING

Make it work, make it right, make it fast



The contest of competitive
coding was conducted on an

online platform Hackerrank, the
participants of the contest were

asked to join the meeting on
Microsoft Teams, so that the

event moderators could, not only
keep a track of the progress of

the participants but also to avoid
any scene of plagiarism or any

kind of false practice.
Competitive Programming is

similar to any sport like cricket,
you walk in to bat for the first
time. Swing and a miss, do it a

couple of times and you’ll
eventually hit one over the ropes



ERROR

Testing proves a programmer’s failure. 
Debugging is the programmer’s vindication

 



The contest of Error Hunting was
conducted on zoom meetings,
where the event head gave
participants the instructions of the
contest which all contestants had to
follow while performing the tasks.
The participants in the event had
been provided with a GitHub link
where codes of various
programming languages were
provided while assessing those, the
participants had to find the error
and correct it thus making the code
right. The main motto behind this
contest was to check the skills,
efficiency and also to check
whether the contestants had a good
knowledge of the basic concepts of
the programming.



It is not enough to wire the world if 
you short-circuit the soul. 

Technology without a heart is not enough.



Circuits have become a part of human society and are present almost
everywhere nowadays. To look for smart and keen-eyed engineers the event
Circuit Frenzy was held in Vidyalankar Institute of Technology. The event

was organized on Microsoft Teams and the First round was held on Quizizz
and participants were provided with 5 circuits where every circuit had 5

hidden components of which only the clues were told to the participants.
The participants had to guess the correct answer from the clues to score

points. In the next and final round, contestants had to memorize the given
circuit and had to draw and submit the same. 

 



Gaming 

CS-GO

Failure doesn’t mean the game is over, 
it means try again with experience

 



To be a good leader in cs or in life. You need to put
people before yourself. Counter Strike: Global

Offensive popularly known as CSGO is a Free-to-play
multiplayer tactical shooter game which has been highly

popular all over the world. The tournament was a
single-elimination style tournament where nine teams

fought for the victory.
 



Failure doesn't mean the game is over, it
means try again with experience



What makes a great Valorant player is playing for
the team rather than playing for yourself. The
Riot Gamers stellar, Valorant is a Free-to-play

multiplayer tactical shooter game which has been
highly popular all over the world



Success is not final, failure is not fatal: 
it is the courage to continue that counts.

 



Shooter games often test a player's spatial awareness,
reflexes, and speed in both isolated single player or

networked multiplayer environments. Call of Duty: Mobile
is one such popular free-to-play shooter video game which

includes various modes and maps for gamers to explore
their skills and indulge themselves in leisure activities. The

tournament was held in private rooms where two teams
clashed against each other. 



CHESSCHESS
VARIANTSVARIANTS

Move in silence, speak only 
when it’s time to say checkmate



Being one of the oldest and
most popular board games,
Chess has traditionally
been played by two
opponents on a
checkerboard with
specially designed pieces of
contrasting colors. Chess
Variants was held on an
online website- chess.com
and was streamed on
Discord. The contestants
had to pass through 3
different rounds of
elimination to achieve the
winning title: ‘Four Player
Chess’, ‘Fog of War’ and
‘Dice Chess’.



Testing gives you snapshot; 
Portfolios gives you movie



An E-Portfolio is a collection
of work and evidence in an
electronic format that
showcases learning over time.
Portfolios show the cumulative
efforts and learning of a
particular individual. The
main purpose of the event was
to encourage students to
prepare themselves for the
corporate world by guiding
them on how to design their
very own E-portfolio. The
participants had to join
Microsoft Teams and keep
their camera on throughout
the competition. To prepare
an E-Portfolio, the participants
could use various languages,
tools and websites like Wix
and Weebly and have to host it
on any platform like GitHub
Pages, Heroku, etc.





VERVEVERVE
  

2020-20212020-2021



An YouTube session of hosting the most
popular events from the past two years of

VERVE with the aim to reignite their
enthusiasm about the upcoming events
and give them a platform to share their

cherished fest memories.



Enjoy the show at- https://youtu.be/Xc1MaZeulOM 

https://youtu.be/Xc1MaZeulOM


FRAME
IT

Photography is a way of
feeling, of touching, of loving.
What you have caught on film

is captured forever… It
remembers little things, long

after you have forgotten
everything.





FACTORVV
Mediocrity knows nothing higher

 than itself; 
but talent instantly recognizes genius.

FACTORFACTOR

TALENT HUNT COMPETITION



Everyone has some talent
in them, but not

everyone gets the
opportunity to show it. V-

FACTOR gives the
contestants a stage to

showcase their brilliance.
The Cultural Council of
“Vidyalankar Institute of
Technology” organised

V-FACTOR, an event
which gives an enormous
platform to the talented

artists and invited
students to demonstrate
the qualities and skills

they excelled at.

Sneak a peak into the event at-
https://youtu.be/WIKA8yiINAc

https://youtu.be/WIKA8yiINAc


TUG OF WORDSTUG OF WORDS
INTRA DEBATE FINALSINTRA DEBATE FINALS

It is better to debate a question
 without settling it than to settle 
a question without debating it



Organised to test the debating
skills of the participants, the
event had  two semifinal
rounds and the winners
competed with each other in
the grand finale.The notion
for the semi round 1  was “The
House believes that the Paris
agreement is still relevant”
and it was a competitive
rebuttal round. The final
round was conducted with the
notion “This house is against
India’s stance on RCEP
(Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership) and
believes it might impact its
competitiveness globally”.It
ended with good comebacks
and counters during the
rebuttal. 



Acting is behaving truthfully 
under imaginary circumstances



The main objective behind this event was to encourage
students to appreciate drama as a form of literature and

cherish its beauty in language and emotions. It was judged by
the two phenomenal figures of Marathi industry Sir Vijay

Kadam a great actor mostly known for his comic roles and Sir
Mukesh Jadhav, an incredible director and a great personality.

 

Behold the extravaganze at - 
 https://youtu.be/ekZDiGVmpSk

https://youtu.be/ekZDiGVmpSk


MR & MISSMR & MISS
VITVIT

Everyone has Talent. What’s rare is
 the courage to follow it to the dark 

places where it leads



This event is one of the many
notable events that took place in

the annual college fest ‘VERVE’
which gave a chance to the

students of our college to reveal
their mastery. This event

consisted of three rounds and
their respective sub-rounds.

Round 1 &amp; 2 was held on 2
nd May 2021 at 2:00 pm on

Microsoft Teams. This show was
judged by Mr. Gaurav Sonawane,

an engineer and a model. The
hosts were Ms. Ritika Lath and

Mr. Chaitanya Toraskar.
 
 

Sneak a look to the event at -
https://youtu.be/2boAdFKULIY

https://youtu.be/2boAdFKULIY


aur bata0!!aur bata0!!

All the world’s a stage and all the men
 and women merely players



The inter collegiate
Monoact event witnessed

students participating from
multidisciplinary fields.

The event witnessed
beautiful rendition of Short
poems and stories blended

with the abstract and
profound social themes.

The show was graced by a
large audience and  the

number of viewers
increased every single

minute.
 

Have a look at -
https://youtu.be/JhoQhY-5hZQ 

https://youtu.be/JhoQhY-5hZQ


Unplugged
Eve

Music is the universal 
language of mankind



 College is not just about studying but also about
having a good time with friends and

creating memories. Among the various events
organized during Verve, An Unplugged Eve was also
organized by the Student Council of VIT. The Event

had Vaani Bhasin, Shubhum Jain, the R.O.L band and
many more artists performing live for the viewers.

 

G e t  a  g l i m p s e  a t  –

h t t p s : / /y o u t u . b e /4 Q X t j x t u d j M

https://youtu.be/4QXtjxtudjM


CROSSFIRECROSSFIRECROSSFIRE
panel discussion

The aim of argument, or of discussion,
 should not be victory, but progress.



The Panel Discussion titled ‘Crossfire’ where the  not only did the
teams showcase their cognizance of different statistics but also

definitions, rhetoric, and irony. The contenders skillfully showcased
their viewpoints without having to break any rules.

 



Dance is hidden language of soul



Dance builds confidence
by giving you a sense of
success and achievement
when you master it.
Dancing proves to be a
natural icebreaker and is
a great way to meet new
people and make new
friends.The Judges of the
event were
Choreographer,
Celebrity Trainer, and
Show Director Mr. Rohit
Chawla and the one who
received the National
Child Award and
Winner of Boogie
Woogie Kids
Championship Miss Isha
Dang. The performances
grabbed everyone's heart
with all those flawless
energetic moves.

Have a look at - https://youtu.be/4QXtjxtudjM

https://youtu.be/4QXtjxtudjM


SPEEDATHONSPEEDATHON
The Speed of decision making is the

 essence of good governance



Logic Building and critical thinking are the most 
valuable skills an engineer

can have. Speedothon was one of the highlight events 
of the second day of VERVE 2021.

It was a competition in which students could boast 
their logical thinking and solving

skills.



JAMJAMJAM
JUST A MINUTE

Nothing is as far away as 
one minute ago



JAM was held online via
Google Forms and Zoom

meetings. The whole event
was divided into 2 rounds

in which 1 st round was
conducted on Google forms

and the 2 nd round which
was the final round was

conducted on Zoom. The
total number of

participants in the first
round were 50 and 18 in

round 2.

Sneak a look into the event at -
https://youtu.be/-ONQh1mjNg4

https://youtu.be/-ONQh1mjNg4


KavyanjaliKavyanjaliKavyanjali

A poet is, before anything else, a person 
who is passionately in love with language



The event was one of theThe event was one of the
many notable eventsmany notable events
that took place in ourthat took place in our

annual college festannual college fest
VERVE in whichVERVE in which

eminent poets like Shrieminent poets like Shri
Sayeed Quadri, Jyoti Jha,Sayeed Quadri, Jyoti Jha,

Manish Goel, JidnyaManish Goel, Jidnya
Sujata and RutwikSujata and Rutwik

Deshpande shared theirDeshpande shared their
flawless poetic creationsflawless poetic creations

with everyone.with everyone.
  

Watch the event at -
https://youtu.be/vIrecvIeSM4

https://youtu.be/vIrecvIeSM4


COMPETITION
ART

Art washes away from the soul 
the dust of everyday life



Art brings out the motivation,
history and hope for
mankind. In order to

highlight the creativity and
Enthusiasm among students,
the Council organised an ‘Art

Competition’ for the
students. The topics ranged

from Pandemic, dreams,
science to visions and other

worldly imagination. Also the
forms included enchanting,

classic oil paintings and 
 vibrant digital art. The Judge

and Audience appreciated
the uniqueness and hidden

beauty in the artworks.
 

Behold the event at -
https://youtu.be/vIrecvIeSM4

https://youtu.be/vIrecvIeSM4


virtual MUSICvirtual MUSIC

just jamjust jam

Music gives soul to the universe and life to
everything.



These immensely
talented bunch of
students made the

evening magical with
their amazing series of

songs. The succession of
songs had many

melodious songs, rock,
classical and some

amazing
instrumentation as well.

The orchestra’s
conclusion was a song

backed up with
instruments, a grand

finale performance that
literally gave

goosebumps to all the
audience.



TeamsTeams





THE
 APACHES



DRAMA 
TEAM
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